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ABSTRACT

A perceptual study revealing a novel connection between modal
properties of feedback delay networks (FDNs) and colorless re-
verberation is presented. The coloration of the reverberation tail
is quantified by the modal excitation distribution derived from the
modal decomposition of the FDN. A homogeneously decaying all-
pass FDN is designed to be colorless such that the correspond-
ing narrow modal excitation distribution leads to a high perceived
modal density. Synthetic modal excitation distributions are gen-
erated to match modal excitations of FDNs. Three listening tests
were conducted to demonstrate the correlation between the modal
excitation distribution and the perceived degree of coloration. A
fourth test shows a significant reduction of coloration by the col-
orless FDN compared to other FDN designs. The novel connec-
tion of modal excitation, allpass FDNs, and perceived coloration
presents a beneficial design criterion for colorless artificial rever-
beration.

1. INTRODUCTION

Two common goals in the design of artificial reverberation are
to efficiently generate perceptually convincing room acoustics or
aesthetic and musical sound effects [1]. Either approach is of-
ten derived from an ideal baseline system capable of producing
a smooth and neutral reverberation tail—particularly sought after
are reverberations that are colorless, i.e., spectrally flat and devoid
of resonating peaks. Ideal colorless reverberation can be gener-
ated with exponentially decaying Gaussian noise [2], sparse velvet
noise [3, 4] or by superposing a large number of modes [5].

Feedback delay networks (FDNs) are a computationally effi-
cient structure for artificial reverberation with a mature theoretical
foundation [6, 7, 8, 9], see Fig. 1a. In its early form, Schroeder
and Logan [10] pursued colorless reverberation by concatenating
delay-line-based allpass filters. Jot and Chaigne [7] introduced a
two-stage design process, creating a lossless system and then in-
troducing delay-proportional loss. The resulting decay is homo-
geneous, i.e., all modes decay according to a global frequency-
dependent curve. Homogeneous decay prevents single modes from
ringing past the overall decay and enforces a similar spectral
smoothness over the duration of the reverberation tail.

To generate colorless reverberation with FDNs, additional rec-
ommendations on the actual choice of parameters, namely the feed-
back matrix and delay line lengths, were proposed, including co-
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(a) Block diagram of a feedback delay network (FDN) with a single-
channel input and output and multi-channel recursive path. Thin and thick
lines indicate single and multi-channel connections, respectively.
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(b) The system matrix V =
[
A b
c d

]
of an allpass FDN with eight delay

lines, i.e., N = 8, and feedback gains A, direct gain d, input and output
gains b and c, respectively. The color indicates the gain of each matrix
entry.

Figure 1: Block diagram and parameters of an FDN.

prime delays [10], non-degenerate delay distributions [11], suffi-
cient number of modes [10, 7, 5], dense lossless feedback matrices
[8, 12, 9], and diffusion filters [13, 14, 15]. Despite many such
recommendations, large FDNs can have hundreds of tuning pa-
rameters. Practitioners commonly report that extensive tuning is
required such that also machine-learning-based approaches were
considered [16, 17].

This paper proposes a novel approach to designing colorless
FDNs. To this end, we establish a connection between perceived
coloration and the resonating modes of an FDN. We show that
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the way modal excitation is distributed strongly affects coloration.
In particular, coloration is low if the modes are excited equally.
Further, we show that allpass filters can exhibit favorable modal
excitation under certain conditions. Based on these relations, we
propose a colorless FDN based on the recently developed allpass
FDN design [18], see Fig. 1b.

We conducted four listening tests to demonstrate the impact of
different modal distributions. We show that the proposed FDN has
significantly higher ratings of colorlessness than other FDNs. It
is emphasized that all studied FDN designs employ only the basic
processing units.

The remaining paper is organized as follows: Section 2 intro-
duces the background on FDNs, modal decomposition, and prior
evaluation of coloration. Section 3 proposes an objective tech-
nique using modal excitation distributions. In Section 4, a per-
ceptual evaluation is presented, and Section 5 presents the results
and discussion of the findings. All examples in this paper can be
reproduced by using the FDN Toolbox [19]. All generated sound
examples are available online1 [20].

2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Prior artificial reverberators

In this section, three of the most relevant structures for colorless
artificial reverberation are reviewed.

2.1.1. Schroeder series allpass

The first approach to achieve colorless artificial reverberation is
to assure a flat frequency response by the allpass criterion of the
z-domain transfer function H(z), i.e.,

|H(z)| = 1, for |z| = 1. (1)

Schroeder and Logan proposed an allpass reverberator [10] us-
ing a series of feedforward-feedback delay filters. The transfer
function of a single Schroeder allpass is

HSchroeder(z) =
g + z−m

1 + gz−m
, (2)

where g is the real-valued feedforward and feedback gain and m
is the delay in samples.

Nonetheless, the Schroeder reverberator exhibits strong col-
oration, which led Schroeder to formulate further criteria to achieve
colorless artificial reverberation [10]. These included overlapping
normal modes over the whole frequency range, equal reverbera-
tion times for each mode, sufficient echo density, absence of pe-
riodicity in time domain, and no periodic or comb-like frequency
responses. It was also noted that too many series filters lead to
non-exponential decay envelopes and should be avoided [10]. In
this study, we nonetheless included a chain of eight Schroeder all-
passes for illustrative purpose.

2.1.2. Homogeneous FDN

The FDN is a combination of a feedback matrix with input, output
and direct gains and can be stated in the so-called delay state space
form

H(z) = c⊤[Dm(z)−A]−1b+ d (3)

1https://www.sebastianjiroschlecht.com/
publication/OnColorlessReverb

with N × N feedback matrix A , N × 1 input gain vector b,
1×N output gain c, scalar direct gain d, and N ×N delay matrix
Dm(z) = diag

(
[z−m1 , z−m2 , . . . , z−mN ]

)
. Here, only the case

of single-input single-output (SISO) FDNs is considered. The de-
lay lengths are defined by the vector m = [m1, . . . ,mN ] in sam-
ples and total system order is N =

∑N
i=1 mi. The feedforward

and feedback gains can be collected in the system matrix

V =

[
A b
c d

]
. (4)

The feedback matrix is the product of the unilossless matrix U ,
e.g., an orthogonal matrix [9], and the diagonal gain matrix Γ

A = UΓ. (5)

As U is unilossless, the reverberation time T60 of all modes is
only dependent on Γ, which in turn derives from the attenuation-
per-sample γ by Γ = diag(γm). For a dense feedback matrix U ,
i.e., without zero entries, the FDN exhibits a dense distribution of
overlapping modes and generates an exponentially decaying noise
response.

Common feedback matrices are the random-orthogonal matrix
as shown in Fig. 2b, the Hadamard matrix shown in Fig. 2a [21],
and the Householder matrix shown in Fig. 2c [13]. Additionally,
the Schroeder series allpass can be found as a special case of the
FDN [18], see Fig. 2d. Concrete parameters for these examples
are given in Section 3.1.

2.1.3. Uniallpass FDN

The uniallpass FDN was recently proposed in [18] as a general
class of FDN system matrices V which are allpass for arbitrary
delay lengths m. Further, the allpass FDN can also be homoge-
neous, i.e., satisfy (5). For a given feedback matrix A, the input,
output, and direct gains b, c, d are selected such that the system
fulfills the allpass criterion. The allpass FDN generalizes other
allpass topologies such as the Schroeder series allpass and Gar-
dener’s nested allpass [22]. The system matrix of a homogeneous
uniallpass FDN is shown in Fig. 1b.

2.2. Modal decomposition

The impulse response h(n) of any linear and time-invariant filter
can be decomposed into finitely many modes hi(n), i.e., decaying
complex exponentials,

h(n) =

N∑
i=1

hi(n), (6)

where N is the number of modes and n denotes the discrete time.
The modal decomposition procedure for FDNs as proposed in [23]
is briefly explained in the following.

The transfer function of the FDN (3) can be expressed as a
rational fraction in the form of

H(z) =
qm,A,b,c,d(z)

pm,A(z)
(7)

with polynomials pm,A(z) and qm,A,b,c,d. Based on partial frac-
tion expansion, the transfer function in (7) can be expressed as
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(a) Hadamard feedback matrix A
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(b) Random-orthogonal feedback matrix A
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(c) Householder feedback matrix A
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(d) Schroeder series allpass
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Figure 2: System matrices V = [A b
c d ] of four different FDN with eight delay lines, i.e., N = 8. For Fig. 2a-2c only the matrix is strongly

defined such that all values of input and output gains, b and c are set to 0.5 and the direct gain is d = 0.

a superposition of complex one-pole resonators with pole λi and
residue ρi, i.e.,

H(z) = d+

N∑
i=1

ρi
1− λiz−1

(8)

and in the time domain

hi(n) = |ρi||λn
i |eı(n∠λi+∠ρi). (9)

Each mode is then characterized by the frequency ∠λi, decay |λi|,
amplitude |ρi| and phase ∠ρi.

2.3. Modal properties

The quantitative as well as the qualitative aspects of the set of
modes used to generate artificial reverberation are important to
achieve a natural-sounding reverb.

Prior research on modal density focused on the number of
modes N and the frequency distribution of the modes ∠λi. Kar-
jalainen and Järveläinen studied uniform frequency distributions
over the Bark scale [5]. For equal modal excitation, the minimum
number of modes distributed over the frequency range of 80Hz-
10 kHz was found to be at least 3000 modes2, while 10000 modes
were used as a reference sample. Room acoustics modeling can be
readily based on synthetically distributed modes [24].

For FDNs, it was found that the modal frequencies are com-
monly distributed uniformly across the frequency spectrum [23].
As such, no coloration is expected due to clusters of modes. Spe-
cific relations between modal phases can lead to prominent con-
structive and destructive interference, such as in the early part of

2In this paper, modes are defined as one-pole complex resonators as
opposed to second-order sections like in [5]. All reported numbers are
adjusted to this definition.
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(a) Modal decomposition for allpass FDN and random-orthogonal FDN.
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(b) Modal excitation distributions of various FDN designs.

Figure 3: The pdf-normalized histograms of modal excitation distributions in (b) are derived from modal decomposition of FDNs, exemplary
shown in (a) for the allpass FDN and the homogeneous FDN with random-orthogonal mixing matrix.

the impulse response. The late response is typically unaffected on
account of the phases drifting apart over time.

Especially important for the remaining paper is the absolute
value of the residue that is equivalent with the excitation of each
mode |ρi|. For homogeneous FDNs satisfying (5), all system
modes decay equally, i.e., |λi| = γ. While typically, the decay
of the modes is fully determined by the target reverberation time
T60, the modal excitation is largely unconstrained by design.

The impact of modal excitation envelopes on the perception of
coloration in artificial reverberation has not yet been the target of
investigation. To evaluate its role, a suitable subjective test design
is needed.

3. ANALYSIS OF MODAL EXCITATION

Uniallpass and homogeneous FDNs have fulfilled the criteria, set
forth by Schroeder and Karjalainen, of producing a sufficient num-
ber of modes and equal decay rates across frequency. And yet,
informal listening tests have shown that coloration can still be per-
ceived, especially in later reverberation. Therefore, another un-
considered aspect of the quantity or quality of modes has an effect
on the coloration. In the following, we investigate the modal exci-
tation distribution.

3.1. Specification of analyzed FDNs

In this paper, we study five FDNs. All FDNs share the same
size N = 8 and delays m = [809, 877, 937, 1049, 1151, 1249,
1373, 1499]. The delays are prime numbers logarithmically dis-
tributed between 800 and 1500 samples. The prime delays avoid
double poles for the Schroeder series allpass, which would cause a
non-exponential decay [10]. The number of modes is N = 8944.
All FDNs are homogeneous with an attenuation-per-sample γ =
0.9999, equal to a T60 of 1.44 s at a sample rate of 48 kHz.

We included three conventional FDNs with random-
orthogonal, Hadamard and Householder feedback matrices with
scaled input and output gains, bi = 0.5 and ci = 0.5 for all i,
respectively, and direct gain d = 0. Further, two allpass FDNs
are included. The Schroeder series allpass with N units in se-
ries, where the feedforward/-back gain in (2) is set to homogenize
the decay, i.e., gi = γmi . The proposed allpass FDN is a solu-
tion to the completion problem in [18]3. The completion problem
determines b, c and d for a given feedback matrix A, such that
the system matrix V becomes allpass. All FDN system matrices
V are depicted in Fig. 1b and 2. The matrix multiplication in
the Hadamard, Householder and allpass series FDNs can be im-
plemented more efficiently than the proposed allpass and random-
orthogonal FDNs.

3.2. FDN modal distribution

We analyze the modal distribution of the five different FDN de-
signs. First, the FDN is decomposed into its modes; see (8) and
(9) [23]. As all FDNs are homogeneous, the modal decays are
equal, and as we are primarily concerned with the late tail, we do
not study further the modal phase. In Fig. 3a, the modal excita-
tion |ρi| is plotted against the modal frequency for the random-
orthogonal and the proposed allpass FDN. The modal excitations
are gathered and displayed in a histogram, see Fig. 3b. The his-
togram is normalized as a probability density function estimate,
where the number of observations in the bin is divided by the total
number of observations multiplied by the width of the bin. It can
be observed that the modal excitation distributions differ in shape
and spread. The distributions show varying slopes away from a
central peak density. The random-orthogonal FDN has a wide dis-
tribution in comparison to the steep and narrow distribution of the

3The homogeneous allpass FDN is fully determined by the sim-
ilarity matrix X , which satisfies [18, Eq. (72)]. Here, X =
diag([1.00, 1.2542, 1.5285, 1.9522, 2.5489, 3.5589, 4.7309, 7.0943]).
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(a) Flipped Rayleigh distribution with increasing σ.
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(b) Rayleigh distribution with increasing σ.

Figure 4: Probability density functions of (a) flipped Rayleigh distributions with input x < 0, scaling factor 0.1 ≤ σ ≤ 30 and gain shift
µ = −60 dB, and (b) Rayleigh distributions with input x < 0, scaling factor 0.1 ≤ σ ≤ 10 and gain shift µ = −73 dB.

proposed allpass FDN. The Householder FDN has a steep peak at
−75 dB combined with a moderately flat floor of higher and lower
modal excitation. The series allpass has a steep maximum and a
continuously decaying density towards high modal excitation.

3.3. Synthetic modal distribution

To study the modal excitation more systematically, synthetic dis-
tributions with simple parameters are generated. By inverse trans-
form sampling, a set of modes can be drawn from an arbitrary
probability distribution. While there are many possible distribu-
tions, we found that the Rayleigh distribution [25] shows similar
characteristics as the FDNs described above. The Rayleigh distri-
bution is given by

f(x;σ;µ) =
x− µ

σ2
e−(x−µ)2/(2σ2), x ≥ 0, (10)

with the Rayleigh scaling factor σ and the gain shift µ of all modal
excitation.

While scaling factors with 0 < σ < 1 generate steep distribu-
tions similar to those of the proposed allpass FDN, increasing the
scaling factor σ flattens the distribution with low densities towards
stronger excitation. For x < 0, the Rayleigh distribution can be
flipped and therefore produces low densities for low modal exci-
tation. A variety of Rayleigh distributions depicted as probability
density functions can be seen in Fig. 4. Approximate scaling fac-
tors are σ = 0.3 for the proposed allpass FDN, while σ = 10
and σ = 16 are flipped scaling factors for random-orthogonal
and Hadamard feedback matrices, respectively. The modal phases
∠ρi are randomized uniformly between 0 and 2π. The modal fre-
quencies ∠λi are complex conjugated pairs for a real-valued time-
domain response and are distributed between 0 and 2π. For better
control, the modal frequencies are distributed with low discrep-
ancies from an equidistribution, i.e., ∠λi = 2π(i + u)/N with
u ∼ U(−ζ, ζ,), where ζ indicates the extent of the discrepancy

and U(x, y,) denotes a uniform distribution between x and y. For
all the synthetic distributions, the discrepancy is ζ = 0.5.

3.4. Modal distribution and allpass property

For allpass filters, we show that the modal excitation is determined
by the modal frequency distribution. Allpass filters are character-
ized by reciprocal location of poles and zeros, i.e.,

H(z) =
N∏

i=1

1− λi
−1

z−1

1− λiz−1
, (11)

such that for each pole λi, there is a zero at 1/λi, where · denotes
the complex conjugate. The residues are then computed as

ρj = (1− |λj |−2)
N∏

i=1,i ̸=j

1− λi
−1

λ−1
j

1− λiλ
−1
j

. (12)

Here, we limit our analysis to systems with only single poles, such
that for homogeneous decay, i.e., |λi| = γ, the modal excitation
|ρi| is entirely determined by the modal frequencies ∠λi. In the
following, we establish a heuristic relation between the distribu-
tion of the modal frequency and the modal excitation.

The dominating factor in (12), is 1/(1 − λiλ
−1
j ) for poles i

and j being in close proximity, i.e., the closer λi and λj are, the
larger is |ρj |. For equidistributed modal frequencies, i.e., ∠λi =
i2π/N, all modal excitation are equal, i.e., |ρi| = |ρj | for all i and
j. For low-discrepancy distributions, the larger the discrepancy
ζ, the wider distributed is the modal excitation, see Fig. 5. For
uniformly distributed modal frequencies, i.e., ∠λi ∼ U(−π, π,),
the distribution appears widest. By comparing with Fig. 3b, the
proposed allpass FDN has a low discrepancy ζ, while the series
allpass has high ζ.
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Please note, the synthetic modal distributions are not allpass in
general. However, narrow distributions with small σ and low dis-
crepancy ζ tend to generate flat magnitude responses. Therefore,
the allpass property is not strictly necessary for narrow modal ex-
citation in FDNs, albeit it is a supportive design constraint.
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Figure 5: Probability density function of the modal excitation dis-
tribution of allpass filters with N = 10000. A uniform modal fre-
quency distribution is compared to low-discrepancy distributions
with discrepancy ζ.

4. PERCEPTUAL EVALUATION OF MODAL
EXCITATION DISTRIBUTION

We conducted a listening test to evaluate the correlation between
the modal excitation distribution and the perceived coloration in
the impulse response.

The test is based on a modified MUSHRA and includes a train-
ing and evaluation phase [26]. In the training phase, the partic-
ipant is familiarized with all sound samples and can adjust the
overall loudness. The loudness shall further be unchanged. The
test is conducted at home with the participants’ choice of head-
phones4.The test was deployed to the participants via MUSHRAM,
a set of MATLAB routines provided by [27].

The reference sample for all tests is exponentially decaying
Gaussian white noise as it is an ideal reverberation tail [2]. In the
evaluation phase, the reference signal is compared to five sound
samples evaluated with a slider between 0 and 100. The slider is
labeled with 0 - certainly colored, 25 - rather colored, 50 - fairly
colored / colorless, 75 - rather colorless, and 100 - certainly col-
orless. The test items also include a hidden reference and the test
design requires at least one sample to be rated as certainly color-
less to assure the listener can identify the reference sample.

Each individual sample was RMS normalized, and subse-
quently, all samples were normalized by the highest peak of all
test samples in all four tests. In informal tests, differences in the

4Due to Covid-19 restrictions, it was not possible to conduct the listen-
ing tests in a controlled lab environment.

early part of the impulse responses were observed, such as a slow
build-up of energy in the impulse response generated from the all-
pass FDNs. Therefore, all impulse responses were convolved with
a pink noise burst of 300ms to smoothen time-domain differences.

The reverberation time of all test items is set to 1.44 s. In par-
ticular, all tested FDNs are homogeneous. The synthetic modal
synthesis samples have a low-discrepancy modal frequency distri-
bution with ζ = 0.5.

4.1. Test 1: Equal modal excitation with varying number of
modes

The first test evaluates the number of required modes to gener-
ate colorless artificial reverberation when all modes are excited
equally. A set of modes is generated and superposed as in (6). The
tested number of modes N are 1000, 3000, 6000, 10000, 20000.
All modal excitation are equal at a value of µ= −60 dB.

4.2. Test 2: Synthetic modal excitation distribution sampled
from Rayleigh distribution

For the second test, a set of N = 20000 modes is generated with
a varying distribution of the modal excitation. The excitation fol-
lows a Rayleigh distribution with an increasing scaling parameter
σ, see Fig. 4b. The σ are linearly distributed between 0.1 and
10, concretely as [0.1, 2.6, 5.1, 7.5, 10]. In prior informal listen-
ing tests, σ = 0.1 with N = 20000 was perceived to be similar to
white noise and similar to the top sample in Test 1. A scaling pa-
rameter of σ = 10 was found to clearly exhibit metallic artifacts.
The gain shift of the distributed modes is set to µ =−73 dB, sim-
ilar to the modal excitation distributions seen in Fig. 3b.

4.3. Test 3: Synthetic modal excitation distribution sampled
from flipped Rayleigh distribution

Some modal excitation distributions such as Hadamard and
random-orthogonal feedback matrices show a steep slope towards
higher modal excitation and a slower decreasing slope towards
lower modal excitation, as visible in Fig. 3b, see also Sec. 3.3. The
resulting modal excitation distributions are depicted in Fig. 4a. In-
formal listening tests showed that the σ exhibiting clearly metallic
coloration of the sound sample exceeds the prior test by a factor
of three. The linearly distributed σ parameters are [0.1, 7.6, 15.1,
22.5, 30] with µ = −60 dB.

4.4. Test 4: Evaluation of FDN artificial reverberation

The last test evaluates the coloration of the FDNs as described
in Sec. 3.1. The impulse responses have been generated by stan-
dard time-domain recursion. The selection is comprised of typical
choices for computational efficient artificial reverberation promi-
nent in literature and the proposed allpass FDN that is designed to
achieve a colorless reverb.

5. RESULTS AND EVALUATION

In total, 11 experienced listeners obtained the MUSHRAM MAT-
LAB files, took the listening test remotely, and submitted their re-
sults via an online cloud service. The results of the listening test
are shown by violin plots with median values, 25 percent and 75
percent quartiles, and individual ratings. The results are discussed
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(a) Test 1 with increasing number of modes N between 1000 and 20000.
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(b) Test 3 with synthetic Rayleigh distribution and N = 20000.
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(c) Test 3 with synthetic flipped Rayleigh distribution and N = 20000.
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(d) Test 4 for five FDNs as specified in Sec. 3.1 and N = 8944.

Figure 6: Violin plots of all four test results. Reverberation time is
T60 =1.44 s and the number of modes is given by N.

in the following subsections. As the listening test has been done re-
motely and not in a controlled environment, some problems could
have been caused by the use of different headphones, and back-
ground noises in the participants’ environment.

5.1. Results 1: Equal modal excitation with varying number
of modes

The violin plot in Fig. 6a shows the evaluation of test samples
with increasing mode number. Similarly high ratings were given
to samples with 10000 and 20000 modes with medians 72 and 69,
which indicates that only some participants rated them as colorless
as decaying white noise. The sample with 1000 modes was identi-
fied as certainly colored throughout. As all participants identified
the reference signal correctly as certainly colorless, the evaluated
reference has been excluded from the violin plot. The results of
the first listening test approve the correlation between increasing
number of modes and perceived colorlessness, as stated by Kar-
jalainen in [5]. N = 3000 was rated as rather colored, although
the same number was rated colorless when distributed on a Bark
scale [5]. Also, a full colorlessness was not achieved.

5.2. Results 2: Synthetic modal excitation distribution sam-
pled from Rayleigh distribution

The result of the second test is shown in Fig. 6b. In accordance
with the results of Test 1, the sample with σ = 0.1 achieved the
highest median rating of 71, followed by the second test sample
with σ = 2.6 and median 58. With further increasing σ, the sam-
ples were rated as fairly colored / colorless for σ = 5.1, rather col-
ored for σ = 7.5 and certainly colored for σ = 10. Even though
none of the samples achieved a median rating equal to the refer-
ence, the spread of the Rayleigh distribution clearly has an effect
on the perceived coloration. Therefore, small number of modes
located at higher modal excitation can cause perceived coloration
in the test samples.

5.3. Results 3: Synthetic modal excitation distribution sam-
pled from flipped Rayleigh distribution

The flipped Rayleigh distributions were identified as rather col-
orless for the most compact modal distribution of σ = 0.1 and
certainly colored for the most spread distribution of σ = 30 in
Fig. 6c. The intermediate samples with σ = 7.6, 15.1 and 22.5
were evaluated with a decreasing degree of colorlessness. Fig. 4a
shows that the slope towards higher energy decreases less signifi-
cantly than for the Rayleigh distributions with x > 0. Therefore,
the number of modes in the high modal excitation region deter-
mines the coloration, rather than those with low modal excitation.

5.4. Results 4: Evaluation of FDN artificial reverberation

The ratings of the FDN impulse responses are shown in Fig. 6d.
This result coincides with the prior test samples with a similarly
narrow modal excitation distribution. The result for the proposed
allpass FDN is a median of 68 and was therefore perceived as
rather colorless. The random-orthogonal FDN was rated as fairly
colored / colorless, while the remaining FDNs were perceived as
certainly colored. Again, an evaluation as certainly colorless was
not achieved, although it was found that the correlation between
perceived coloration and modal excitation distribution envelope is
applicable to FDN impulse responses as well.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, a novel connection between modes-perception and
allpass FDNs was proposed to improve colorless reverberation. A
new correlation between the modal excitation distribution and per-
ceived coloration in artificial reverberation was subjectively eval-
uated by a number of listening tests. It was found that coloration
increases for flat distributions and decreases for narrow distribu-
tions. The proposed coloration measure is consistent between syn-
thetic and FDN modal excitation distributions. We further showed
that allpass filters have narrow modal excitation distribution when
the modal frequencies have a low discrepancy distribution. From
these results, a colorless FDN which is allpass and homogeneous
was proposed, and a listening test demonstrated that it is less col-
ored than other FDN designs. However, full colorlessness could
not be achieved, which requires further investigation.

Although allpass FDNs support the design of colorless rever-
beration, it is neither necessary nor sufficient, see Schroeder series
allpass. Instead, non-allpass FDNs can be optimized to have a
narrow modal excitation distribution. Further, the current study is
limited to spectral flatness and does not solve temporal roughness.
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